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Station Setup  
 
Materials 

● Lizard 
● Original data 
● Skeleton tag 
● Gloves 
● Herp worksheet 
● Micron pen 
● Forceps 
● Scissors (large and small) 
● Tray (optional) 
● Camera*  
● Ruler and/or measuring tape 
● Tissue vial  
● Vial pen* 
● MVZ barcode (for tissue vial) 
● Paper towel labeled with H, L, M, K 
● Prep Lab Catalog* 
● Extra paper towels (optional) 
● Scale* 
● Herp field guide (for local animals)* 
● Probe (optional) 
● Biohazard bin* 

*shared materials with the rest of the class 
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Before you start cutting 
● Set up your station with all of the listed materials (or access to them) 
● Identify the genus and species of your specimen, double checking with Terri or the class 

coordinator to make sure it is correct. Use the field guides for any local reptiles, or look it up 
online for exotic species from the pet trade. Record the genus and species on your worksheet. 

○ Often the original data will list a species, but DO NOT assume that this is correct. Always 
double check the ID and the spelling. 

● Fill out the top of your worksheet: 
○ Accn #, received from, and other Reference # (if there is one) should be on your original 

data, if not, check in with Terri or the class coordinator. 
■ Write the other reference # exactly as it is on the original data (i.e. Admit #213). 
■ If “received from” is unclear, ask Terri or the class coordinator, don’t guess.  

○ Locality (specific to general). Include the county and state. NO abbreviations 
■ If a state is written, we assume the specimen is from the United States so there is 

no need to write the country. If it isn’t from the USA, record the country as well. 
■ Do not record the postal/zip code. 
■ Use the prep lab computer to double check that the address exists and is spelled 

correctly, and to look up county if that information isn’t given. 
■ If there is no locality (check with Terri or the class coordinator), write “No Data” in 

pencil on your worksheet and in the catalog.  
■ Make sure your locality is where the specimen was found, not the finder’s 

contact info! 
○ Date specimen collected  

■ Date collected is written Day Month Year with no abbreviations or punctuation (i.e. 
23 February 2011).  

■ If we received the specimen from a rehabilitation facility or if it is a wild caught 
animal from a pet store, the date collected is the day it was taken from the wild. 
DO NOT mix this up with the date of collection with the date it was donated to us 
from another facility. If no other date is given, then and only then may you use the 
date of death. NEVER use the date of donation. 

■ If the “date collected” and the date of death are different, record both on your 
worksheet (date of death near the bottom right). Write the “date collected” in your 
catalog entry header under locality and date of death in other original information. 
Example: Received from East Bay Vivarium (date of death: 6 Mar 2012).  

■ If there is no date information at all (double check with Terri or the class 
coordinator), write “No Data” in pencil on your worksheet and in the catalog.   

 
● Claim your unique PLC number 

○ In the Prep Lab Catalog, write the next available number in the margin. To claim this 
number, you must include all 
of the following, in the proper 
format: 

■ Locality 
■ Date collected 
■ Genus (and species, if 

known)  
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○ Write your claimed PLC#  and Accn # on all pieces of the original data (donation sheets) 
as well as your worksheet, tags, and vials. 

■  
 

● Prepare your specimen tag and tissue vial using the guides below. 
○ Skeleton tag: PLC, sex, accn  
○ On your tissue vial, try to write small and leave space near the bottom of the label 
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● Weigh your lizard: 
○ Always weigh your specimen. If original data has weight written, do not use it.  

■ If your lizard is under 200g, use a scale that measures to the nearest 0.1g 
■ If your lizard is over 200g, use a scale that measures to the nearest 1g 

○ Don’t forget to zero the scale if you are using a tray or paper towel 
○ Make sure you are using grams, not milligrams or another measurement 

 
● Measure your lizard: 

Total Length the length from the tip of its 
snout to the tip of the tail 

 

Tail Length the length from the vent to 
the end of the tail 

 

Longest 
Limb 

stretch out limb and 
measure from the limb “pit” 
in the body to the end of 
the longest toe nail 
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Length 
between 
fore and 
hind limb 

pull the limbs back to 
expose the “pits” and 
measure pit to pit 

 

Widest part 
of head 

place ruler under head and 
move it down until you 
reach the widest part 

 
                                                                                          

● Take photos 
○ DO NOT wear dirty gloves while handling the camera  
○ NOTE: Take a close-up picture of the PLC side of the tag before taking pictures of the 

specimen in case the tag is unclear in the photos 
○ You need the trifecta in every photo: tag, specimen, and ruler! 

■ Try to get all three in focus for all photos 
■ Make sure the correct side of the ruler is showing (the side with mm on it)  

● Emphasis on ruler and not a measuring tape 
■ Make sure your specimen is laying on the table and as straightened out as much 

as possible with the ruler next to it (NOT covering the ruler) 
○ Checklist of pictures to take: 

■ Close up of the skeleton tag 
● This indicates that all following photos belong to this particular specimen 

■ Dorsal (back) 
● Make sure that you do not “cut off” any part of the animal in the framing of 

the photo 
■ Ventral (chest) 

● Make sure that you do not “cut off” any part of the animal in the framing of 
the photo 

■ Lateral (side) 
● Make sure you do not “cut off” any part of the animal in the framing of the 

photo 
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■ Head profile (side of face) 
■ Tail (both dorsal and ventral) 
■ Longest limb (dorsal) 
■ Widest part of head (dorsal) 

● NOT laying on top of ruler 
■ Injuries, other observations or abnormalities, any identifying markings, etc. 

 
 

You are ready to start skinning! 
***You MUST check in with the class coordinator before you start cutting*** 

 
● On the ventral side of your specimen use your fingers or forceps to pinch up the skin above the 

rib cage, lifting it away from the body. Make a small cut in the raised skin. 
● Continue your incision in the skin down to the top of the vent, lifting up with your scissors as you 

cut. Do not cut into the body cavity. 
○ TIP - as you move down the body, try peeling the skin away from the body before you cut 

through it, in order to avoid puncturing the body cavity. 
■ If you do cut into the body cavity, ask Terri or the class coordinator for advice on 

how to proceed. 
● After finishing the main incision from the neck down to the vent, make a slit along each limb.  
● Peel the skin off the body, using forceps (or a probe). Once the ventral side of the body is cleared 

of skin, you can continue to skin the rest of the body (including tail, limbs, and digits), or you can 
proceed to taking tissue samples and sexing your lizard if Terri or the class coordinator is 
available to supervise you. 
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Opening the body cavity and sexing 
***Check in with Terri or class coordinator and have them open and sex your specimen. DO NOT 

open your own bird until Terri or the class coordinator has cleared you to do so.*** 
 

● Lift the membrane covering the body cavity up and make an incision from the bottom of the rib 
cage to the top of the hips. Do not cut through the ribs, or through any of the organs below the 
membrane! 
 

 
 
● BEFORE PROCEEDING ask Terri or the class coordinator to help you identify the sex of your 

lizard. 
● Measure the length and width of the sex organs – the testes in the male, the two largest ova in 

the female. 
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● Females: 
○ Females will have two ovaries, each filled with many individual ova (singular ovum). 

During the breeding season, ova are very visible, but in non-breeding lizard the ovary is 
usually a small organ with a tiny lumps in it, and can be easily confused with a testis. 

■ TIP - to differentiate between a non-breeding ovary and a testis, look at the 
position of the ducts attached to the gonad. Oviducts lie on the outside of the ovary 
(furthest from the spine) while sperm ducts lie on the inside of the testes (next to 
the spine). 

  
Female with well-developed ova. Official pictures, note the trifecta of clear, in focus picture of rules, tag, and gonads  
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● Males: 
○ Males will have one testis on each side, anterior to the kidneys. 

■ TIP - Again, use the ducts to help differentiate them from ovaries! Sperm ducts will 
be found on the side of the testis facing the spine.  

 
○ Hemipenes - Male lizards also have hemipenes, two paired copulatory organs which are 

found inverted into the vent, facing towards the tip of the tail. 

 
 

 
● After determining the sex, add the appropriate symbol to the tag and tissue vial! 

○ ♂ = male, ♀ = female 
● Take a picture of the gonads with your completely labeled skeleton tag and a ruler  
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○ TIP – Putting the camera on macro mode can help take a better picture

 
● Measure the gonads and record the measurements on your worksheet. For males measure each 

testis, for females measure the two largest ova, or if no ova are developed note “ova 
undifferentiated”  

○ Remember to take measurements in mm not cm or inches! 
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Taking tissue samples 
***Enlist the help of Terri or the class coordinator to help you identify tissues*** 

 
● Take a liver sample. The liver is posterior to the heart and ventral to the lungs and digestive 

track. Do not cut into the gallbladder! Its digestive juices will ruin your tissue samples.  It is 
located dorsal of the two lobes of the liver. 
 

 
 

● Take a muscle sample. You can take muscle from anywhere, but the largest chunks are usually 
found on the hind legs. 

● Take a kidney sample. The kidneys are paired and usually reddish-brown in color 
In lizards, they are found close to the vent (sometimes within the pelvic girdle which makes them 
difficult to spot).  
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● Pull out the heart from within the sternum.  

 
 

● Place your tissues in a tissue vial in the order Heart, Liver, Muscle, Kidney  
● DO NOT fill the tissue vial to the very top. Tissues expand as they freeze and need space to do 

so or the vial will break.  
● Check your stomach contents – describe them in your worksheet, and if you find anything 

particularly interesting, save it in 70% ethanol. 
● If you find any parasites in/on your specimen, save them in 95% ethanol. 
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Finishing up: Clean the Specimen! 
● Clear out all remaining organs and tissue from the body cavity, and make sure to remove the 

tongue and trachea as well. DO NOT remove the eyeballs.  Lizards have an ossicle ring inside 
each eyeball that is part of the skeleton. 

● Attach the specimen tag by poking one end of the string through the muscle at the top of the 
sternum. Tie the tag loosely so that it will not dry to your lizard’s body.   

 
● Place the specimen in the soak bucket (if needed).  

o Make sure the water is running slowly, the bucket is not covering the sink drain, and the 
strainer is over the drain (clear it out if water is pooling in the sink). 

o If the specimen is clean enough to bypass soak bucket (check in to make sure), tie it up 
as small as possible, and hang it up to dry 

▪ Make sure the tag is visible and hanging away from the body so it doesn’t stick to 
anything as it dries 

▪ If your skeleton for some reason has small or broken pieces, try to tie them to the 
specimen if possible. If unable to tie parts to the rest of the skeleton, consult Terri 
or the class coordinator on how to best group the parts together. 

● Clean your workstation 
o Wash your tools, bleach your workspace/contaminated surfaces, sweep your area, etc. 

● Write your catalog entry  
o Do not write past the punch holes in the margin of the catalog 
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o Please write neatly in the catalog 
o TIP – Use the lizard example entries in the front of the catalogue to help you check the 

information and proper format  
– Write out your entry on scratch paper and get it checked before writing in the catalog  

 in order to catch any mistakes and to avoid having to rewrite the entire page 
● Paperclip your original data to your worksheet and place it into the completed worksheet basket. 

o TIP - Before turning in your worksheet, double check that every part of the worksheet has 
been completely filled out and all your original data is labeled with your PLC # and Accn # 

● Sign out in the daily prep lab log 
(next to the data basket) 

○ Name, Catalog #, 
Accession (Accn) #, 
Genus and species of 
prep, Type of prep 
(complete skeleton) 
 


